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Janina Gavankar, Actress: True
Blood. Janina Gavankar was born
on November 29, 1980 in Joliet,
Illinois, USA as Janina Zione
Gavankar. She is an actress,
known for. Diane Keaton was born
Diane Hall in Los Angeles,
California, to Dorothy Deanne
(Keaton), an amateur photographer,
and John Newton Ignatius "Jack"
Hall, a civil. Millicent Fawcett.
Millicent Garrett Fawcett (1847 –
1929) was a leading Suffragist and
campaigner for equal rights for
women. She led the biggest
suffrage.
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Made in America these hinges are
cast from solid brass and hand. It
is a fact of life. When the president
took office the Eisenhower
administration through the CIA had
begun formulating plans for
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Persis C. Weirs Artist Bio (1942- 2016) For Persis Clayton Weirs, becoming a wildlife artist seemed only natural. Born on an island off the Maine coast, she
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